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Introduction: Though the cometary impact flux at 

the Moon, relative to the flux of asteroidal impactors, 

remains relatively uncertain [1-3], past impacts of 

short and long period comets have undoubtedly con-

tributed to the lunar cratering record. These volatile-

rich impactors are of interest as potential contributors 

to the lunar water budget; a substantial abundance of 

near-surface lunar water has been directly detected by 

the LCROSS experiment [4,5], and hydrogen isotope 

ratios recently measured in lunar rock samples suggest 

that comets are a likely source for the Moon’s water 

[6]. Identifying surface signatures of cometary impacts 

at the Moon can provide observational constraints on 

estimates of the number of recent cometary impact 

events. While past studies have numerically modeled 

cometary nuclei impacts at the Moon, the role of an 

active comet's atmosphere (coma) during the impact 

process has not been rigorously assessed. This work 

numerically investigates how the presence of a tenuous 

inner coma affects cometary impact processes at the 

Moon. 

Numerical Approach: Numerical calculations 

with CTH [7] are used to simulate the impact of an 

active comet by including a spherically-symmetric 

coma of pure H2O vapor. Figure 1 shows the Haser [8] 

model-derived densities used in the coma model. We 

assumed a Halley-like active comet, with a nucleus 

diameter of 1 km and a water production rate of Q = 

8x10
26

 s
-1

. The ANEOS water EOS was used for the 

tenuous coma, while the lunar surface was simulated 

by the SESAME basalt EOS. Runs that included a sol-

id comet nucleus used the SESAME water ice EOS, 

with a bulk density of ! = 0.5 g/cm
3
. Figure 2 depicts 

the initial conditions of the CTH model. All impact 

angles are 90 degrees in these first results; expansion 

to 3-D geometry will allow oblique impact angles to be 

implemented. Comet impact velocities were either 20 

km/s or 60 km/s. 

Results: Impacts of the tenuous coma surrounding 

the nucleus resulted in intense surface heating out to 

large distances (~1000 km); identical simulations 

without the tenuous coma (nucleus only) did not pro-

duce this large-scale surface heating (see Fig. 3). Dy-

namic pressures (0.5!"
2
) achieved above the lunar sur-

face were in the 10
-6 

bars range for pure coma colli-

sions; however, with the inclusion of a solid icy nucle-

us, dynamic pressures exceeded 10
-3 

bars, which is 

sufficient to mobilize mm-size particles (Fig. 4). Inclu-

sion of the nucleus significantly enhanced the gas den-

sities above the lunar surface, out to a radial distance 

of approximately 500 km. 

 
Fig. 1. Coma H2O density profile used in numerical 

models. Haser model-derived densities out to a radial 

distance of 1000 km were included in the CTH simula-

tions of a coma impacting the lunar surface. 

 

(g/cm3) 

 
Fig. 2. Initial density map of 1000 km-radius coma as 

it collides with the lunar surface. CTH calculations for 

coma impacts at 20 and 60 km/s were carried out, with 

and without the presence of a 1 km-diameter nucleus. 

 

Discussion: Based on these results, collision by a 

cometary coma would ablate the uppermost surface of 

the lunar regolith over broad scales. Moreover, the 

calculated dynamic pressure would be sufficient to 

mobilize small particles (µm to mm size). As a result, 

the regolith roughness would be altered over broad 

regions. This process may account for the unique pho-

tometric properties of the lunar swirls. Swirls exhibit 

strong forward reflection, relative to the surrounding 

regions [9-11]. Lunar swirl patterns, such as those 
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around Mare Marginis and Mare Ingenii (Fig. 5), are 

consistent with this type of regolith processing. The 

coma impact model for swirl formation has been pre-

viously described analytically [9]; the numerical calcu-

lations described here, however, are the first to imple-

ment this model in hydrocode simulations. 

Other proposed models for swirl formation include: 

local standoff by a pre-existing magnetic field, which 

shields the surface from the darkening effects of solar 

weathering [12]; or electrostatic lofting of charged dust 

[13]. The first (standoff) model is inconsistent with the 

unusual photometric properties of the swirls. Past stud-

ies [10,11] attribute the greater reflectivity at large 

phase angles to regolith differences at the mm-scale 

(larger than the nm to µm scale controlled by optical 

maturity). The second model (electrostatic lofting) 

does not account for the spectroscopic freshness of the 

forward-scattering swirls.  The cometary impact mod-

el, however, requires the compression of induced mag-

netic field lines (carried with the coma), which remains 

to be modeled in detail. The apparent absence of swirl 

patterns at Mercury [14] can be accounted for by a 

higher intensity solar-weathering environment, which 

would erase signs of coma-produced swirls at shorter 

time scales than at the Moon [15]. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature map for a 2000 km-diameter 

coma impacting at 20 km/s, plotted immediately after 

the entire nucleus-coma complex has collided with the 

lunar surface (100 s after initial contact). Including the 

tenuous coma results in large-scale regional heating of 

the lunar surface. As the nucleus associated with this 

Halley-like, active comet is only 1 km across, impacts 

without the coma do not generate this spatially exten-

sive heating. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Dynamic  pressure  map  for  1 km-diameter 

comet nucleus and 2000 km-diameter coma impacting  

at  60  km/s, plotted midway  through collision (25 s 

after initial contact). The surface is engulfed under 

dynamic pressures exceeding 1 millibar. 
 

  
Fig. 5. Left: Lunar swirls near Firsov crater (4

o
N, 

115
o
E) as imaged by Apollo 15; width of image ~10 

km. Right: Westward view of swirls near Mare Mar-

ginis; width of top-left dark crater (Goddard) is 93 km. 
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